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Hours of Service (HOS) Final Rule

• FMCSA published a revised HOS final rule on June 1, 2020

• Drivers must operate under new rule starting on September 29, 2020

• HOS final rule changes the following 4 provisions

Short-Haul 
Exception

Adverse Driving 
Conditions 
Exception

30-Minute Break 
Requirement

Sleeper Berth 
Provision
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These changes do not create new violations under 49 CFR part 395; they only change how compliance with existing regulations is determined.



Determine if HOS revisions may                   
alleviate unnecessary burdens placed                  
on drivers while maintaining safety

Engaging Stakeholders in HOS Rulemaking

Seek input on five specific changes                     
to HOS provisions

Advanced Notice 
of Proposed 
Rulemaking

Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking 2,800+ 

public comments

5,000+ 
public comments
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Presentation Notes
FMCSA published an advanced notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPRM) on August 23, 2018 (83 FR 42631). The purpose of the ANPRM was to seek feedback from the public to determine if HOS revisions may alleviate unnecessary burdens placed on drivers while maintaining safety on our Nation’s highways and roads. The Agency received more than 5,000 comments on the ANPRM during the comment period and held 5 public listening sessions.The Agency published a notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) outlining five potential areas for revision on August 22, 2019 (84 FR 44190), and held two additional public listening sessions in August and September. FMCSA received a total of 2,874 comments.



Rule aims to provide drivers with greater flexibility                                             
while maintaining safety on our Nation’s roads

Why did the HOS rule change?

• Developed based on direct input from truckers, industry, safety 
advocates, Congress, and the American people

• Rule will result in critical regulatory savings of over $270 million—which 
will help create more jobs and strengthen the motor carrier industry 
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Presentation Notes
The HOS final rule was developed based on widespread input from motor carriers and drivers, safety advocates, Congress, and the American public.America’s truckers are essential to ensure that goods are moved across the country swiftly, efficiently, and safely to serve our needs. This rule aims to provide drivers with greater flexibility, while maintaining the highest safety standards on our Nation’s roads. It will also result in critical regulatory savings of about $270 million to further strengthen the motor carrier industry.



Short-Haul Exception
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Regulatory Text: Short-haul Operations
Old New

§ 395.1 Scope of rules in this part.
(e) ***

(1) 150 air-mile radius driver. A driveris  
exempt from the requirements of §§
395.8 and 395.11 if:
(i) The driver operates within a 150 air-

mile radius (172.6 statute miles) of
the normal work reporting location;

(ii) The driver, except a driver-
salesperson, returns to the work  
reporting location and is released  
from work within 14 consecutive  
hours;

§ 395.1 Scope of rules in this part.
(e) ***

(1) 100 air-mile radius driver. A driver  
is exempt from the requirements of
§§ 395.8 and 395.11 if:
(i) The driver operates within a
100 air-mile radius of the normalwork  
reporting location;
(i) (A) The driver, except a driver-

salesperson or a driver of a ready-
mixed concrete delivery vehicle,
returns to the work reporting  
location and is released fromwork  
within 12 consecutivehours;
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Presentation Notes
Presenter2020-07-20 14:52:52--------------------------------------------The new rule changed the short-haul  exception for passenger and  CDL property drivers in  §395.1(e)(1) by:Extending the maximum driving  distance radius from 100 to 150 air  miles.     and Extending the maximum duty period  from 12 to 14 consecutive hours. Note that the new regulatory text no  longer mentions a driver of a  ready-mixed concrete delivery  vehicle. The new rule provides greater  flexibility by taking into consideration  any waiting time a driver may  experience, in addition to his or  her driving time and also  potentially increases the number  of locations a driver may service  as a short-haul operation.



Distance Change
• The maximum driving distance has increased by 50 air miles

Old New

The driver operates within a radius of

100 air miles
(115.08 statute miles)

of the normal work reporting location

The driver operates within a radius of

150 air miles
(172.6 statutemiles)

of the normal work reporting location

An “air mile” is internationally defined as a “nautical mile”  
A nautical mile is equivalent to 6,076 feet
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Presenter2020-07-20 14:52:52--------------------------------------------CDL property and passenger drivers  were previously allowed a  maximum short-haul exception  driving distance of 100 air miles.  Under the new rule, the  maximum driving distance  increased to 150 air miles, which  equals 172.6 statute miles. Note  that an “air mile” is  internationally defined as a  “nautical mile,” which is  equivalent to 6,076 feet or  1,852 meters. Commonly used calculation tools  include DistanceFromTo and PC*Miler.  These tools can be used for  interstate and intrastate  calculations that are within the  parameters of the short-haul  exception.



Short-Haul Exception

• Under the previous rule, a driver based in Bedford could not service the Allentown 
area. The new rule allows the driver to service Allentown, areas of Western Philadelphia, and 
provides an additional 2 hours of on-duty time.

EXAMPLE

Previous rule: New rule:

100 air 
miles

150 air 
miles
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CDL property and passenger drivers are currently granted exceptions for short-haul operations. When operating under the short-haul exception, drivers are not required to maintain records of duty status (RODS) using an electronic logging device (ELD), nor are they required to take the 30-minute required break following 8 hours of driving. FMCSA changed the short-haul exception by expanding the driving distance from a 100 air-mile radius to a 150 air-mile radius and allowing for a 14-hour work shift. The 150 air-mile radius limit is now consistent with the distance limitation for short-haul drivers that are not required to possess a commercial driver’s license. In the example on the slide, under the previous rule, the driver could travel within a 100 air-mile radius of Peoria, IL, and was unable to service several of the surrounding locations.Under the new rule, the driving radius is expanded to 150 air-miles, which increases the number of locations the driver is allowed to service and provides an additional 2 hours to do so. This potentially adds flexibility by taking into account any waiting time the driver may experience, in addition to his or her driving time. However, it is important to remember that no additional driving time is being added, and that drivers may not drive more than 11 hours within their 14-hour duty period. 



Time Change
• The maximum duty period has increased by 2 hours

Old New

The driver reports to the normal work reporting  
location and is released from duty within

12 hours
The driver reports to the normal work reporting  

location and is released from duty within

14 hours
Drivers who are not released within 14 hours do not  
qualify for this exception and must complete a log

Drivers are still limited to a maximum of 11 driving  
hours within their 14-hour duty period
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Presenter2020-07-20 14:52:53--------------------------------------------Under the new rule, the duty period  for CDL property and passenger  drivers operating under the  short-haul exception has  increased to 14 consecutive  hours. Drivers who are not  released within 14 hours do not  qualify for this exception and  must complete a log.The changes to the short-haul  exception do not add any additional  driving time, and drivers are still  limited to a maximum of 11  driving hours within their 14-hour  duty period. 



Short-Haul Exception

• No other provisions of the CDL short-haul exception changed 
• New HOS rule does not change the non-CDL short-haul exception in 

§395.1(e)(2)

To be able to use the short-haul exception, the CMV driver must:

• Operate within a 150 air-miles radius
• Not exceed a maximum duty period of 14 hours
• Start and end shift in the same location 
• Have at least 8 (passenger) or 10 (property) hours off between shifts
• Include the start and end times for the day and the total hours on-duty on 

the time record for the day
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None of the other provisions of the CDL short-haul exception are changing (maintaining time cards, 10 (passenger)/11 (property) hour driving limit, 8 (passenger)/10 (property) consecutive hours off-duty in between driving, etc.). Additionally, this does not change the non-CDL short-haul exception in 395.1(e)(2).

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=4cb8e52f5be8a5215dfbd5cc826c2ded&mc=true&node=se49.5.395_11&rgn=div8


Things to Remember

No other provisions of the §395.1(e)(1) short-haul exception changed.
What did not  

change in
§395.1(e)(1)?

The maximum driving distance radius was extended from 100 airmiles
to 150 air miles.

The maximum duty period was extended from 12 to 14 hours.

What changed  
in §395.1(e)(1)?

Additionally, the new HOS rule did not change the non-CDL short-haul exception in
§395.1(e)(2) (property-carrying).

Remember, short-haul drivers are exempt from the requirements of §§ 395.8 and 395.11.  
Additionally, drivers who are required to make paper RODS for 8 days or less out ofevery  
30 consecutive day period are also still excepted from using an ELD per §395.8(a)(1)(iii).
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Presenter2020-07-20 14:52:54--------------------------------------------Let’s review what did and did not   change in the short-haul exception for  passenger and CDL property  drivers in §395.1(e)(1).The maximum driving distance  radius was extended from 100 to 150  air miles and the maximum duty  period was extended from 12 to  14 hours. No other provisions of  the §395.1(e)(1) short-haul  exception changed. Note that the third provision language  updated to reflect the new  14-hour duty period after which a  driver must have at least 8 hours  (passenger-carrying) or 10 hours  (property-carrying) off between  duty periods. Also, the short haul  provisions listed in §395.1(e)(1)  no longer mention a driver of a  ready-mixed concrete delivery  vehicle.Additionally…The new hours of service rule did  not change the non-CDL short-haul  exception in §395.1(e)(2)  (property-carrying). Passenger  carriers were not previously  eligible for §395.1(e)(2) - this did  not change. Remember, short-haul drivers are  exempt from the requirements of  §§ 395.8 and 395.11Additionally, drivers who are required  to make paper RODS for 8 days  or less out of every 30  consecutive day period are also  still excepted from using an ELD  per §395.8(a)(1)(iii).

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=4cb8e52f5be8a5215dfbd5cc826c2ded&mc=true&node=se49.5.395_11&rgn=div8
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/retrieveECFR?gp=1&ty=HTML&h=L&mc=true&=PART&n=pt49.5.395&se49.5.395_18


While operating under the short-haul exception, drivers are not required to fill out a log with 
a graph grid or use an Electronic Logging Device (ELD), they can use a time record instead

Short-Haul Exception and Logs

• Motor carrier must record the driver’s time in, time out, and total number of hours 
per day
– Records must be maintained for 6 months

• When a driver no longer meets the exception (drives too far/works too many hours), 
the driver must complete a regular log or use an ELD for the day (§395.8)
– If driver is required to complete a log:

• 8 or fewer days within the last 30 days ► driver can use paper log with a graph grid
• More than 8 days within the last 30 days ► driver must use an ELD to record time for that day  
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Drivers and carriers using the short-haul exception are not required to use a record of duty status (RODS), ELD, or take a 30-minute break. This extra time in the driving day has always been available to drivers, if they opted out of the short-haul exception. This change allows drivers to retain that status while receiving regulatory relief. Drivers and carriers using the short-haul exception must keep a record of start and end times for each day. This record need not be kept in the CMV, but must be retained for 6 months, and must include the 7 days prior to the date in question.Drivers who are on-duty for more than 14 hours, or that drive more than a 150 air-mile radius, do not qualify for this exception and must complete a log, or record time using an ELD, as required.FMCSA will use time records and time cards (as it does today) to ensure short-haul drivers are complying with the 11-maximum driving limit and other HOS regulations for drivers operating under the new 14-hour work shift. 

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=6f38a8f970e94dfda2346025d10fda4e&mc=true&node=pt49.5.395&rgn=div5#se49.5.395_18


Adverse Driving Conditions Exception
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New

Adverse Driving Conditions Definition

Previous

Adverse driving conditions 
means snow, sleet, fog, or other 
adverse weather conditions, a 
highway covered with snow or 
ice, or unusual road and traffic 
conditions, none of which were 
apparent on the basis of 
information known to the person 
dispatching the run at the time it 
was begun

a driver immediately prior to beginning the duty day 
or immediately before beginning driving after a 
qualifying rest break or sleeper berth period, or

Adverse driving conditions means snow, ice, sleet, fog, or 
other adverse weather conditions or unusual road or traffic 
conditions that were not known, or could not reasonably be 
known, to:

a motor carrier immediately prior to dispatching 
the driver
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FMCSA modified the definition of adverse driving conditions by accounting for the role of the driver in determining the adverse condition.The adverse driving conditions exception can only be applied if the condition was unforeseeable immediately prior to driving or dispatch. Driving into poor weather that had been forecast on the route for days or hours prior to driving would not be eligible; nor would encountering rush hour traffic in an area, or at a time, when this is the norm. 



Applicability of 2-hour Extension
When unforeseeable adverse driving conditions are encountered, drivers:

Old New

Can extend the 11- or10-hour
driving limit by up to 2hours

Extension does not apply to on-dutylimit
• 14-hour driving window (property) or
• 15-hour on-duty limit (passenger)

Can extend the 11- or 10-hour driving limit
by up to 2 hours

Extension also applies to on-dutylimit

Passengercarriers
can drive up to  
12 hours within a
17-hour on-duty limit  
(§395.5(a)(2))

Property carriers
can drive up to  
13 hours within a
16-hour driving window  
(§395.3(a)(2))
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Presenter2020-07-20 14:52:57--------------------------------------------In addition to modifying the definition,  FMCSA also changed how the  additional two hours could be  applied. Under the old regulation, the extension  of up to 2 hours only applied to  the 11-hour (property-carrying) or  10-hour (passenger-carrying)  driving limits.Under the new rule, the 2-hour  extension applies to both the 11- or  10-hour driving limit and the  property 14-hour driving window  or passenger 15-hour on-duty  limit.So if adverse conditions are  encountered, a property carrier can drive  for up to 13 hours within a  16-hour driving window, and a  passenger carrier can drive up to  12 hours within a 17-hour  on-duty limit.

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/retrieveECFR?gp=1&ty=HTML&h=L&mc=true&=PART&n=pt49.5.395&se49.5.395_15
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/retrieveECFR?gp=1&ty=HTML&h=L&mc=true&=PART&n=pt49.5.395&se49.5.395_13


Adverse Driving Conditions Exception

• A driver is 15 miles from his destination when there is 
a gravel spill on the bridge ahead (the bridge is the only 
access to the destination) 
– Driver has 1 hour left of driving time and 1 hour left in the driving day  
– Driver can stop at the next exit (for up to 2 hours) until the road is clear, 

and still have time to get to the destination without violating HOS rules

Drivers should annotate, and include details about, the adverse 
driving condition in their log or Electronic Logging Device (ELD)

EXAMPLE
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Can the exception be used  
to cover delays caused by:

Q&A

Q A
No

No, except when they could not 
reasonably be known before the driver  
started driving

No

Detention time, breakdowns,  
or enforcement inspections?

Loading/unloading?

Road construction?
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Presenter2020-07-20 14:52:58--------------------------------------------References:Detention time, breakdowns, enforcement inspections > page 83 of HOS final rule (“HOS Master 05012020_clean” PDF document). Loading/unloading > question 4, 395.1 Guidance https://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/regulations/title49/section/395.1.Road construction > page 83 of HOS  final rule (“HOS Master  05012020_clean” PDF  document).



30-Minute Driving Break
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Regulatory Text: 30-Minute break
Old

§ 395.3 Maximum driving time for  
property-carrying vehicles.
(a) * * *

(3) Driving time and interruptions of driving periods.
(i) * * *
(ii) Interruption of driving time. Except for drivers  

who qualify for either of theshort-haul
exceptions in § 395.1(e)(1) or (2), driving is not
permitted if more than 8 hours ofdriving time
have passed without at least aconsecutive
30-minute interruption in driving status.A
consecutive 30-minute interruption ofdriving
status may be satisfied either by off-duty,
sleeper berth or on-duty not driving time orby
a combination of off-duty, sleeper berth and
on-duty not driving time.

New
§ 395.3 Maximum driving time for  
property-carrying vehicles.
(a) * * *

(3) Driving time and restbreaks.
(i) * * *
(ii) Rest breaks. Except for drivers  

who qualify for either of the  
short-haul exceptions in
§395.1(e)(1) or (2), driving is not
permittedif more than 8 hours
have passed since the end of
the driver's last off-duty or
sleeper-berth period of at least
30 minutes.
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Presenter2020-07-20 14:53:05--------------------------------------------The new rule changed the 30-minute  driving break requirement in  §395.3(a)(3)(ii) by:Making the requirement applicable  only when a driver has driven  (instead of having been on-duty)  for a period of 8 hours without at  least a consecutive 30‑minute  non-driving interruption. We’re  tying the requirement to driving  time rather than time on duty.  Note: This refers to 8 cumulative  hours of driving time, not  consecutive. So that 8 hours of  driving time can be broken up by  shorter breaks, but once the  driver reaches 8 hours, they  must take a break of at least 30  consecutive minutes.Allowing the requirement to be  satisfied by any non-driving period of  30 consecutive minutes (e.g.,  off-duty, sleeper berth, or  on-duty, not driving) rather than  only off-duty or sleeper berth  time. The new rule changed the  30-minute break rule to align with  data that shows drivers need  interruption from time on task ─  which is, of course, driving. Many CMV drivers interrupt their  driving time during normal business  operations, such as loading or  unloading a truck, completing  paperwork, or stopping for fuel.  Before this final rule, the break  was required to be off-duty,  during which no work, including  paperwork, could be performed;  and was triggered after 8 hours,  regardless of driving time.  However, the changes to the  30-minute break requirement do  not increase the maximum  driving time during the work shift  or allow driving after the 14th  hour from the beginning of the  work shift. The flexibility provided  with this change will allow  normal breaks from driving (i.e.,  from “time on task” in the  research literature) to satisfy the  requirement, provided the break  lasts at least 30 consecutive  minutes. 



• Combine any of the three applicable duty statuses to reach 30 minutes

Duty Status Change
• 30-minute break can now also be satisfied by “on-duty, not driving”

Old New
30-minutebreak can be satisfied by:  

Off-duty
Sleeper berth

30-minutebreak can be satisfied by:  
Off-duty
Sleeper berth
On-duty, notdriving

30 minutes must be consecutive

+ 20 minutes  
On-duty,  
not driving

30 minutes 
Consecutive  
break

10 minutes
Off-duty = 
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Presenter2020-07-20 14:53:06--------------------------------------------The new rule provides that the  30-minute driving break can now be  satisfied in any duty status that  does not include driving. So, it  can be on duty not driving, off  duty, sleeper berth, or any  consecutive combination of those  three statuses. For example, a  driver could have 10 minutes of  on-duty not driving, plus 10  minutes of sleeper berth time,  plus 10 minutes of off-duty time  to satisfy his or her 30-minute  break requirement, as long as  these breaks are back-to-back.  Short non-consecutive periods  cannot be combined to reach 30  minutes of non-driving time. The  break must be 30 consecutive  minutes.



30-Minute Break Requirement

The examples on this slide assume 
the driver has driven for 8 hours and needs to 
take a 30-minute break

– Previous Rule: only the top log is compliant
– New Rule: both logs are compliant

EXAMPLE

• Short non-consecutive periods cannot be 
combined to reach 30 minutes of non-driving 
time 

• 30 minutes must be consecutive

21
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In the top log, the driver took a 30-minute break off-duty, which meets the requirements of the both the previous and new HOS rule.  Under the new HOS final rule, the bottom log (in which the driver took a 30-minute break as on-duty, not driving) is also compliant. The previous rule does not allow on-duty, not driving time to satisfy the 30-minute break requirement.



22

Examples

4.5 hours 3.5 hours 1 hr
X

8 hours

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instructions: Determine whether there are any violations of the 30-minute driving break rule on days 1 and 2, and why or why not? Answers:Day one: Highlights two new features of the new rule. The driver is in compliance. The rule allows for on duty not driving to qualify. Also, the rule now allows 8 hours of driving before the 30-minute break is required.Day two: Driver drives for 8 hours but then only takes a 15-minute break. This break cannot be combined with the other 15-minute break at 0700, therefore the driver has not taken a compliant 30-minute driving break. When they begin driving again at 1100, they are in violation of the rule.



• Regulatory Exceptions
– Exceptions from the 30-minute break requirements, such as short haul  

and livestock, have not changed

• Industry-Specific Exemptions
– Some exemptions to the 30-minute break may be impacted  

due to the rule change (no longer relevant/necessary)

– These industry-specific exemptions are being reviewed  
by theAgency to be republished in Federal Register

Exceptions and Exemptions

Discuss: Which current exemptions can you think of that will be impacted and why?
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Presenter2020-07-20 14:53:06--------------------------------------------Regulatory exceptions: Exceptions  from the 30-minute break  requirements, such as short haul  and livestock, have not changed.Industry-Specific Exceptions: We   are aware this change will affect  industry-specific exceptions.  Some will be rendered  unnecessary because they are  no longer applicable under the  new rule. The list of  industry-specific exceptions is  being reviewed, revised, and  republished in Federal Register.  Discussion/Chat: Which exemptions will be impacted  and why? Which of these are  more common in your area?Think: Short haul, livestock, passenger  carriers, oversize (permitted)  loads, fuel haulers, concrete  pump/ready mix concrete drivers,  HM Security Plans, US Dept. of  Energy, US Dept. of Defense  contractors, asphalt projects,  "high-risk" loads, Transco drivers



Sleeper Berth Provision
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Presentation Notes
Presenter2020-07-20 14:53:12--------------------------------------------Share a bit of background on sleeper  berth provision changes.



Regulatory Text
Old New

§ 395.1 Scope of rules in this part.
(g) Sleeper berths

(1) Property-carrying commercial motor vehicle—
(i) In general. A driver who operates a property-

carrying commercial motor vehicle equipped with  
a sleeper berth, as defined in §§395.2 and
76. of this subchapter,
(A) Must, before driving, accumulate

(1) At least 10 consecutive hours offduty;
(2) At least 10 consecutive hours of  

sleeper-berth time;
(3) A combination of consecutive sleeper-

berth and off-duty time amounting to at  
least 10 hours; or

(4) The equivalent of at least 10  
consecutive hours off duty if the driver  
does not comply with paragraph
(g)(1)(i)(A)(1), (2), or (3) of this section;

§ 395.1 Scope of rules in this part.
(g) Sleeper berths

(1) Property-carrying commercial motor vehicle—
(i) General. A driver who operates a property-carrying  

commercial motor vehicle equipped with a sleeper berth, as  
defined in § 395.2, and uses the sleeper berth to obtain the  
off-duty time required by § 395.3(a)(1) must accumulate:
(A) At least 10 consecutive hours off-duty;
(B) At least 10 consecutive hours of sleeper berth time;
(C) A combination of consecutive sleeper berth and off-

duty time amounting to at least 10 hours;
(D) A combination of sleeper berth time of at least 7  

consecutive hours and up to 3 hours riding in the  
passenger seat of the vehicle while the vehicle is  
moving on the highway, either immediately before or  
after the sleeper berth time, amounting to at least 10  
consecutive hours; or

(E) The equivalent of at least 10 consecutive hours  off-
duty calculated under paragraphs (g)(1)(ii) and
(iii) of this section. 25
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Presenter2020-07-20 14:53:12--------------------------------------------First three are the same.The fourth acceptable use of the  sleeper berth to obtain off-duty time  required is referred to as “the  equivalent of at least 10  consecutive hours.” The text  here is mostly the same, but the  new rule changes how we  calculate this “equivalent of at  least 10 consecutive hours  off-duty.”



Regulatory Text: QualifyingPeriods
Old New

§ 395.1 Scope of rules in this part.
(g) Sleeper berths

(1) Property-carrying commercial motor vehicle—
(i) * * *
(ii) Specific requirements. The following rules  

apply in determining compliance with  
paragraph (g)(1)(i) of this section:
(A) The term “equivalent of at least 10  

consecutive hours off duty” means a  
period of
(1) At least 8 but less than 10

consecutive hours in a sleeper  
berth, and

(2) A separate period of at least 2 but
less than 10 consecutive hours
either in the sleeper berth or off
duty, or any combination thereof.

§ 395.1 Scope of rules in this part.
(g) Sleeper berths

(1) Property-carrying commercial motor vehicle—
(i) * * *
(ii) Sleeper berth. A driver may accumulate the equivalent of at

least 10 consecutive hours off-duty by taking not more than
two periods of either sleeper berth time or a combination of
off-duty time and sleeper berth time if:
(A) Neither rest period is shorter than 2 consecutive hours;
(B) One rest period is at least 7 consecutive hours in the  

sleeper berth;
(C) The total of the two periods is at least 10 hours; and
(D) Driving time in the period immediately before and after

each rest period, when added together:
(1) Does not exceed 11 hours under § 395.3(a)(3);  

and
(2) Does not violate the 14-hour duty-period limit  

under § 395.3(a)(2).
26
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Presentation Notes
Presenter2020-07-20 14:53:13--------------------------------------------In the old rule, the “equivalent of   at least 10 consecutive hours off  duty” meant:A period of at least 8 hours but less  than 10 hours in the sleeper  berthA separate period of at least 2 hours  but less than 10 hours in the  sleeper berth or off duty In the  new rule, this means:A period of at least 7 hours in the   sleeper berthA separate period of at least 2 hours  in the sleeper berth or off duty  There is no maximum on either  of these periodsBecause 7+2 only equals 9, the  rule also has language that  designates that the combination  of the two periods must total at  least 10 hours.



Qualifying Periods: A Closer Look
To

ta
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RestPeriod 1

7+ hours

RestPeriod 2

2+ hours

or

8 7 9 7
hours hours hours hours

+ + + +
2 3 4 11

hours hours hours hours

• Off duty period  
does not  
necessarilyneed  
to be shorter  
than sleeper  
berth period

• The two periods  
can be taken in  
any sequence

• Either period  
can be longer  
than 10 hours
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Presenter2020-07-20 14:53:14--------------------------------------------Let’s take a closer look at this  change:Rest period 1 now needs to be at  least 7 hours in the sleeper berth.Rest period 2 now needs to be at  least 2 hours off duty or in the  sleeper berth. Together these  two rest periods must total at  least 10 hours.Here are some examples of what  qualifying rest break pairs may look like. Note that these do not need to be  taken in this order; the sleeper  berth period may come after the  off duty period, or vice versa.  Also, the off duty period does  not necessarily need to be the  “shorter” period. It can be longer  than the sleeper berth period.  While in the old rule, neither  period could be more than 10  hours…in the new rule there is  no maximum on either of these  periods.There will be further discussion and  examples later in the training  regarding using a qualifying  period of 10 consecutive hours or  more.



§ 395.1 Scope of rules in this part.
(g) Sleeper berths

(1) Property-carrying commercial motor vehicle—
(i) * * *

(D) Must exclude from the calculation of the 14-hour period in
§395.3(a)(2) any sleeper-berth period of at least 8 but less  
than 10 consecutive hours.

(ii) * * *
(A)
(B)

* * *
Calculation of the driving limit includes all driving time;
compliance must be re-calculated from the end of the first
of the two periods used to comply with paragraph
(g)(1)(ii)(A) of this section.

(C) Calculation of the 14-hour period in §395.3(a)(2) includes
all time…except any sleeper-berth period of at least 8 but
less than 10 consecutive hours and up to 2 hours riding in  
the passenger seat…compliance must be recalculated  
from the end of the first of the two periods used to comply

§ 395.1 Scope of rules in this part.
(g) Sleeper berths

(1) Property-carrying commercial motor vehicle—
(i) * * *
(ii) * * *
(iii) Calculation.

(A) In general. The driving time limitand
the 14-hour duty-period limit must be
re-calculated from the end of the first
of the two periods used to comply with
paragraph (g)(1)(i)(E) of this section.

(B) 14-hour period. The 14-hour driving
window for purposes of § 395.3(a)(2)
does not include qualifying rest  
periods under paragraph (g)(1)(ii) of  
this section.

Regulatory Text: 14-Hour DrivingWindow
Old New
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Presentation Notes
Presenter2020-07-20 14:53:14--------------------------------------------Calculating the 14-hour driving  window:Still beginning the calculation of  the 14-hour driving window at the  end of the first of the two periods  paired in a split sleeper scenario.  We’ll see this in our examples  and work projects, so keep it in  mind. What’s included vs  excluded in the calculation of the  14-hour driving window:In the old rule, the period of at least  8 hours in the sleeper berth  period was EXCLUDED but the  other period of at least 2 hours  was INCLUDED. In the new rule,  both periods are EXCLUDED  from the calculation of the  14-hour driving window.



14-Hour Driving Window Calculation

8 to <10 hour sleeper berth period is
excluded from 14-hour driving window

2 to <10 hour rest period is
included in the 14-hour driving window

7+ hour sleeper berth period is
excluded from 14-hour driving window

2+ hour rest period is
excluded from the 14-hour driving window

(Remember, both periods must total at least 10 hours)

OLD NEW

• Both periods must be paired to beexcluded
• The sleeper berth provision applies to property-

carrying CMVs only
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Presentation Notes
Presenter2020-07-20 14:53:15--------------------------------------------Let’s take a closer look at this:In the old rule, the 8 hour sleeper   berth period was excluded from the  calculation of the 14-hour driving  window, but the other rest period  of 2 or more hours was included.  In the new rule, both qualifying  rest breaks are excluded from  the 14-hour driving window. Note: Will talk about this more in  depth as we explore some examples.Note that in the new rule, both  periods must be paired to be  excluded. This is unlikely—there  will almost always be something  to pair with. As noted earlier,  there is no longer 10-hour cap.  But note that it’s a change from  the old rule, where an 8-hour  sleeper berth period by itself was  excluded. Remember this  applies to property-carrying  CMVs only.



14-Hour Driving Window Calculation
O

LD

2 hours

EXCLUDED from 14-hour driving  
window calculation

8 hours
INCLUDED
in 14-hour  

driving
window  

calculation

EXCLUDED from 14-hour driving  
window calculationN

EW

8 hours

2 hours
EXCLUDED

from14-
hour  

driving  
window

calculation
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Presentation Notes
Presenter2020-07-20 14:53:17--------------------------------------------Here’s what this calculation change  looks like on a log:The top image shows how this log  would have been calculated  under the old rule. The 2-hour  rest period is INCLUDED in the  calculation of the 14-hour driving  window.The 8-hour sleeper berth period is  EXCLUDED from the calculation  of the 14-hour driving window.If our start and end lines for calculating  the 14-hour driving window are at  midnight and 1500, the driver  has violated the 14-hour driving  window rule at 1400. The bottom  image shows how this log will be  calculated under the new rule.The 2-hour rest period is EXCLUDED  from the calculation of the  14-hour driving window.The 8-hour sleeper berth period is  also EXCLUDED from the  calculation of the 14-hour driving  window.If our start and end lines for calculating  the 14-hour driving window are at  midnight and 1500, there is no  violation.



Sleeper Berth Provision

The example on this slide assumes the driver starts day 1 having just 
completed 10 consecutive hours off-duty

– None of the 4 break periods count against the driver’s 14-hour window

EXAMPLE

Day 1: Driver used a 7/3 split Day 2: Driver used an 8/2 split
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Presentation Notes
This slide shows how a driver could split the 10-hour off-duty requirement into different time periods, either 7 hours in the sleeper berth and 3 hours off-duty, or 8 hours in the sleeper berth and 2 hours off-duty. Remember, you can split this time a myriad of different ways as long both periods together equal at least 10 hours, and each period meets the respective requirements.



Drivers and carriers must operate under the HOS final 
rule starting on the September 29, 2020

When did the changes take effect?

COMPLIANCE DATE

SEPT. 
29
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Presentation Notes
Changes to the HOS rule take effect on September 29, 2020. Drivers and carriers must operate under the HOS final rule starting on this date, but not before. Drivers who operate under the new provisions prior to September 29, 2020 will be subject to violations with existing HOS regulations.



Public Resources

Hours of Service  
Rule Outreach  

Slides
View:

https://csa.fmcsa.dot.gov/Docu 
ments/HOS_Outreach_Present 

ation_508.pdf

Hours of Service  
Final Rule Fact  

Sheets
Download:

https://csa.fmcsa.dot.gov/D 
ocuments/All_HOS_Fact_S 

heets_508.pdf

Hours of Service  
Rule Change  

Webinar
View:

https://connectdot.connectso 
lutions.com/hosoutreach/ 

Download Slides:
https://csa.fmcsa.dot.gov/Do
cuments/Jun9_HOS_Presen 

tation_508.pdf
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Presenter2020-07-20 14:53:38--------------------------------------------Public Resources:Webinar and accompanying  508-compliant slides – Provides short  overview of changes. Outreach  slides – Similar to webinar with  some key updates. Use these  instead of webinar slides.  Factsheets – One overview  factsheet and a factsheet for  each individual change.

https://csa.fmcsa.dot.gov/Documents/HOS_Outreach_Presentation_508.pdf
https://csa.fmcsa.dot.gov/Documents/All_HOS_Fact_Sheets_508.pdf
https://connectdot.connectsolutions.com/hosoutreach/
https://csa.fmcsa.dot.gov/Documents/Jun9_HOS_Presentation_508.pdf
https://csa.fmcsa.dot.gov/Documents/Jun9_HOS_Presentation_508.pdf


Thank You

Michael Appolonia, Safety Investigator
Email: michael.appolonia@dot.gov

Shawn Updegrove, Safety Investigator
Email: shawn.updegrove@dot.gov
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